Romeo Pascone

Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Professor Romeo Pascone has served the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department of Manhattan College with distinction for nearly forty years, receiving numerous teaching excellence awards. He is known for his clearly presented and well-received classes and his ability to get students to actively participate in their own education.

Originally hailing from Rhode Island, he arrived in New York for graduate study, earning his master’s degree from Columbia University and his Ph.D. from the Polytechnic Institute of New York.

Dr. Pascone received a noteworthy NIH grant in 1990 to investigate electrical engineering aspects of Magnetic Resonance Imaging. As a part of this work, several significant research papers describing MRI resonators resulted that are still referenced today.

A student at heart, Romeo has audited many courses at the College in electrical engineering, mathematics, and foreign languages including an impressive twenty courses in Italian, French, and Spanish with four additional studies-abroad in Florence and Paris.

Romeo, thank you for your dedication and outstanding service to Manhattan. As you begin this new phase of life, thanks also for the significant effect you’ve had on your faculty colleagues, and, even more importantly, on the thousands of students you have taught and prepared for the future.